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LINEAR RANK-WIDTH OF DISTANCE-HEREDITARY GRAPHS
I. A POLYNOMIAL-TIME ALGORITHM
ISOLDE ADLER, MAMADOU MOUSTAPHA KANTE´, AND O-JOUNG KWON
Abstract. Linear rank-width is a linearized variation of rank-width, and it is
deeply related to matroid path-width. In this paper, we show that the linear
rank-width of every n-vertex distance-hereditary graph, equivalently a graph
of rank-width at most 1, can be computed in time Opn2 ¨ log
2
nq, and a linear
layout witnessing the linear rank-width can be computed with the same time
complexity. As a corollary, we show that the path-width of every n-element
matroid of branch-width at most 2 can be computed in time Opn2 ¨ log
2
nq,
provided that the matroid is given by an independent set oracle.
To establish this result, we present a characterization of the linear rank-
width of distance-hereditary graphs in terms of their canonical split decom-
positions. This characterization is similar to the known characterization of
the path-width of forests given by Ellis, Sudborough, and Turner [The vertex
separation and search number of a graph. Inf. Comput., 113(1):50–79, 1994].
However, different from forests, it is non-trivial to relate substructures of the
canonical split decomposition of a graph with some substructures of the given
graph. We introduce a notion of ‘limbs’ of canonical split decompositions,
which correspond to certain vertex-minors of the original graph, for the right
characterization.
1. Introduction
Rank-width [26] is a graph parameter introduced by Oum and Seymour with the
goal of efficient approximation of the clique-width [7] of a graph. Linear rank-width
can be seen as the linearized variant of rank-width, and it is similar to path-width,
which can be seen as the linearized variant of tree-width. While path-width is a
well-studied notion, much less is known about linear rank-width. Vertex-minor is a
graph containment relation where rank-width and linear rank-width do not increase
when taking this operation.
Rank-width is related to matroid branch-width, which has an important role in
structural theory on matroids. We refer to the series of papers by Geelen, Gerards,
and Whittle on the Matroid Minors Project [15, 17] and Rota’s Conjecture [18] for
more information on matroid branch-width. It is known that the matroid branch-
width (matroid path-width) of a binary matroid is equal to the rank-width (linear
rank-width) of its fundamental graph plus one [25]. This equality can be further
generalized to matroids over a fixed finite field with the finite field version of rank-
width [20, 21]. Hence new results on (linear) rank-width will immediately yield
new results on matroid branch-width or on matroid path-width. In this paper,
we will derive a complexity result for computing matroid path-width from linear
rank-width.
Kashyap [22] showed that it is NP-hard to compute matroid path-width on binary
matroids. By reducing from matroid path-width, we can show that computing linear
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rank-width is NP-hard in general. Therefore it is natural to ask which graph classes
allow for an efficient computation. Until now, the only known non-trivial result is for
forests [1]. Our main result is that distance-hereditary graphs allow a polynomial-
time algorithm to compute linear rank-width. A graph G is distance-hereditary,
if for every pair of two vertices u and v of G, the distance between u and v in
any connected induced subgraph of G containing both u and v, is the same as the
distance between u and v in G. Distance-hereditary graphs are exactly graphs of
rank-width at most 1 [25], and include all forests and cographs.
Theorem 6.1. The linear rank-width of every n-vertex distance-hereditary graph
can be computed in time Opn2 ¨ log2 nq. Moreover, a linear layout of the graph
witnessing the linear rank-width can be computed with the same time complexity.
In contrast, computing the path-width of distance-hereditary graphs is known to
be NP-hard [23]. Bodlaender and Kloks [5] showed that it is possible to compute the
path-width of graphs of bounded tree-width in polynomial time. The correspond-
ing question for rank-width is still open: Is there a polynomial-time algorithm to
compute the linear rank-width of graphs of rank-width at most ℓ (for fixed ℓ)?
Since distance-hereditary graphs are exactly the graphs of rank-width at most 1,
Theorem 6.1 is a first step towards an answer of this question.
A direct consequence of Theorem 6.1 is the possibility to compute the path-width
of matroids with branch-width at most 2 in polynomial time.
Corollary 7.4. The path-width of every n-element matroid of branch-width at most
2 can be computed in time Opn2 ¨ log2 nq, provided that the matroid is given by an
independent set oracle. Moreover, a linear layout of the matroid witnessing the
path-width can be computed with the same time complexity.
The main ingredient of our algorithm is a new characterization of the linear rank-
width of distance-hereditary graphs (Theorem 4.1). Our characterization makes use
of the special structure of canonical split decompositions [8] of distance-hereditary
graphs. Roughly, a canonical split decomposition decomposes a distance-hereditary
graph in a tree-like fashion into complete graphs and stars, and our characterization
is recursive along the sub-decompositions of the split decomposition.
While a similar idea has been exploited in [1, 12, 24] for other parameters, here
we encounter a new problem. When we take a subgraph of a given split decom-
position, the obtained split decomposition may have vertices that do not represent
vertices of the original graph. It is not at all obvious how to deal with these vertices
in the recursive step. We handle this by introducing limbs of canonical split de-
compositions, that correspond to certain vertex-minors of the original graphs, and
have the desired properties to allow our characterization. We think that the notion
of limbs may be useful in other contexts, too, and hopefully, it can be extended to
other graph classes and allow for further new efficient algorithms.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces the basic notions, in
particular linear rank-width, vertex-minors, and split decompositions. In Section 3,
we define limbs and its canonical decompositions, called canonical limbs, and show
some basic properties. We use them in Section 4 for our characterization of the
linear rank-width of distance-hereditary graphs. In Section 5, we establish essential
properties of canonical limbs, which will be used to obtain the running time of
our algorithm. Section 6 presents the Opn2 ¨ log2 nq-time algorithm for computing
the linear rank-width of distance-hereditary graphs, and in Section 7, we obtain
an algorithm for computing the path-width of matroids of branch-width at most 2
as a corollary. To obtain the running time, we need the fact that every n-vertex
distance-hereditary graph G has linear rank-width at most log2 n. We prove it in
Section 8.
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2. Preliminaries
In this paper, graphs are finite, simple and undirected, unless stated otherwise.
Our graph terminology is standard, see for instance [11]. Let G be a graph. We
denote the vertex set of G by V pGq and the edge set by EpGq. An edge between
x and y is written xy (equivalently yx). For X Ď V pGq, we denote by GrXs the
subgraph of G induced by X , and let GzX :“ GrV pGqzXs. For shortcut we write
Gzx for Gztxu. For a vertex x of G, let NGpxq be the set of neighbors of x in G
and we call |NGpxq| the degree of x in G. An edge e of G is called a cut-edge if its
removal increases the number of connected components of G.
A tree is a connected acyclic graph. A leaf of a tree is a vertex of degree one.
A path is a tree where every vertex has degree at most two. The length of a path
is the number of its edges. A star is a tree with a distinguished vertex, called its
center, adjacent to all other vertices. A complete graph is a graph with all possible
edges. A graph G is called distance-hereditary if for every pair of two vertices x and
y of G the distance of x and y in G equals the distance of x and y in any connected
induced subgraph containing both x and y [3].
2.1. Linear rank-width and vertex-minors. For setsR and C, an pR,Cq-matrix
is a matrix whose rows and columns are indexed by R and C, respectively. For an
pR,Cq-matrix M , X Ď R, and Y Ď C, let M rX,Y s be the submatrix of M whose
rows and columns are indexed by X and Y , respectively.
Linear rank-width. Let G be a graph. We denote by AG the adjacency matrix of
G over the binary field. The cut-rank function of G is a function cutrkG : 2
V pGq Ñ Z
where for each X Ď V pGq,
cutrkGpXq :“ rankpAGrX,V pGqzXsq.
A sequence px1, . . . , xnq of the vertex set V pGq is called a linear layout of G. If
|V pGq| ě 2, then the width of a linear layout px1, . . . , xnq of G is defined as
max
1ďiďn´1
tcutrkGptx1, . . . , xiuqu.
The linear rank-width of G, denoted by lrwpGq, is defined as the minimum width
over all linear layouts of G if |V pGq| ě 2, and otherwise, let lrwpGq :“ 0.
Caterpillars and complete graphs have linear rank-width at most 1. Ganian [13]
gave a characterization of the graphs of linear rank-width at most 1, and call them
thread graphs. Adler and Kante´ [1] showed that linear rank-width and path-width
coincide on forests, and therefore, there is a linear time algorithm to compute the
linear rank-width of forests. It is easy to see that the linear rank-width of a graph
is the maximum over the linear rank-widths of its connected components.
To obtain the bound presented in Theorem 6.1, we will need the fact that the
linear rank-width of an n-vertex distance-hereditary graph G is at most log2 n. In
fact, we generally show that the linear rank-width of a graph with rank-width k is
at most ktlog2 nu. The proof scheme is similar to the one for path-width [4].
A tree is subcubic if it has at least two vertices and every inner vertex has
degree 3. A rank-decomposition of a graph G is a pair pT, Lq, where T is a subcubic
tree and L is a bijection from the vertices of G to the leaves of T . For an edge
e in T , T ze induces a partition pXe, Yeq of the leaves of T . The width of an edge
e is defined as cutrkGpL
´1pXeqq. The width of a rank-decomposition pT, Lq is the
maximum width over all edges of T . The rank-width of G, denoted by rwpGq, is the
minimum width over all rank-decompositions of G. If |V pGq| ď 1, then G admits
no rank-decomposition and rwpGq “ 0.
Theorem 2.1 (Oum [25]). A graph is distance-hereditary if and only if it has
rank-width at most 1.
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a b b a
Figure 1. Pivoting an edge ab.
Lemma 2.2. Let k be a positive integer and let G be a graph of rank-width k. Then
lrwpGq ď ktlog2|V pGq|u.
Lemma 2.2 will be proved in Section 8.
Vertex-minors. For a graph G and a vertex x of G, the local complementation at
x of G is an operation to replace the subgraph induced by the neighbors of x with
its complement. The resulting graph is denoted by G ˚ x. If H can be obtained
from G by applying a sequence of local complementations, then G and H are called
locally equivalent. A graph H is called a vertex-minor of a graph G if H can be
obtained from G by applying a sequence of local complementations and deletions
of vertices.
Lemma 2.3 (Oum [25]). Let G be a graph and let x be a vertex of G. Then for
every subset X of V pGq, we have cutrkGpXq “ cutrkG˚xpXq. Therefore, every
vertex-minor H of G satisfies that lrwpHq ď lrwpGq.
For an edge xy of G, let W1 :“ NGpxq X NGpyq, W2 :“ pNGpxqzNGpyqqztyu,
and W3 :“ pNGpyqzNGpxqqztxu. The pivoting on xy of G, denoted by G ^ xy, is
the operation to complement the adjacencies between distinct sets Wi and Wj , and
swap the vertices x and y. It is known that G ^ xy “ G ˚ x ˚ y ˚ x “ G ˚ y ˚ x ˚ y
[25]. See Figure 1 for an example.
We introduce some basic lemmas on local complementations, which will be used
in several places.
Lemma 2.4. Let G be a graph and x, y P V pGq such that xy R EpGq. Then
G ˚ x ˚ y “ G ˚ y ˚ x.
Proof. It is straightforward as applying a local complementation at x or y does not
change the neighbor sets of x and y. 
Lemma 2.5. Let G be a graph and x, y, z P V pGq such that xy, xz R EpGq and
yz P EpGq. Then G ˚ x^ yz “ G^ yz ˚ x.
Proof. By the definition of pivoting, G ˚ x ^ yz “ G ˚ x ˚ y ˚ z ˚ y. Note that
xy R EpGq, xz R EpG ˚ yq, and xy R EpG ˚ y ˚ zq. Therefore, by Lemma 2.4,
G˚x˚y˚z˚y “ pG˚yq˚x˚z˚y “ pG˚y˚zq˚x˚y “ pG˚y˚z˚yq˚x “ G^yz˚x. 
Lemma 2.6 (Oum [25]). Let G be a graph and x, y, z P V pGq such that xy, yz P
EpGq. Then G^ xy ^ xz “ G^ yz.
2.2. Split decompositions and local complementations. We will follow the
definition of split decompositions in [6]. We notice that split decompositions are
usually defined on connected graphs. For computing the linear rank-width of a
distance-hereditary graph, it is enough to compute the linear rank-width of its con-
nected components and take the maximum over all those values. Thus we will
mostly assume that the given graph is connected in this paper, and use split de-
compositions in usual sense.
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Let G be a connected graph. A split in G is a vertex partition pX,Y q of G such
that |X |, |Y | ě 2 and rankpAGrX,Y sq “ 1. In other words, pX,Y q is a split in
G if |X |, |Y | ě 2 and there exist non-empty sets X 1 Ď X and Y 1 Ď Y such that
txy P EpGq | x P X, y P Y u “ txy | x P X 1, y P Y 1u. Notice that not all connected
graphs have a split, and those that do not have a split are called prime graphs.
A marked graph D is a connected graph D with a set of edges MpDq, called
marked edges, that form a matching such that every edge in MpDq is a cut-edge.
The ends of the marked edges are called marked vertices, and the components of
pV pDq, EpDqzMpDqq are called bags of D. The edges in EpDqzMpDq are called
unmarked edges, and the vertices that are not marked vertices are called unmarked
vertices. If pX,Y q is a split in G, then we construct a marked graph D that consists
of the vertex set V pGq Y tx1, y1u for two distinct new vertices x1, y1 R V pGq and the
edge set EpGrXsq Y EpGrY sq Y tx1y1u Y E1 where we define x1y1 as marked and
E1 :“ tx1x | x P X and there exists y P Y such that xy P EpGquY
ty1y | y P Y and there exists x P X such that xy P EpGqu.
The marked graph D is called a simple decomposition of G.
A split decomposition of a connected graph G is a marked graph D defined in-
ductively to be either G or a marked graph defined from a split decomposition D1
of G by replacing a component H of pV pD1q, EpD1qzMpD1qq with a simple decom-
position of H . For a marked edge xy in a split decomposition D, the recomposition
of D along xy is the split decomposition D1 :“ pD ^ xyqztx, yu. For a split decom-
position D, let GrDs denote the graph obtained from D by recomposing all marked
edges. Note that if D is a split decomposition of G, then GrDs “ G. Since each
marked edge of a split decomposition D is a cut-edge and all marked edges form a
matching, if we contract all unmarked edges in D, then we obtain a tree. We call it
the decomposition tree of G associated with D and denote it by TD. To distinguish
the vertices of TD from the vertices of G or D, the vertices of TD will be called
nodes. Obviously, the nodes of TD are in bijection with the bags of D. Two bags
of D are called neighbor bags if their corresponding nodes in TD are adjacent.
A split decomposition D of G is called a canonical split decomposition (or canon-
ical decomposition for short) if each bag of D is either a prime, a star, or a complete
graph, and D is not the refinement of a decomposition with the same property. The
following is due to Cunningham and Edmonds [8], and Dahlhaus [9].
Theorem 2.7 (Cunningham and Edmonds [8]; Dahlhaus [9]). Every connected
graph G has a unique canonical decomposition, up to isomorphism, and it can be
computed in time Op|V pGq| ` |EpGq|q.
From Theorem 2.7, we can talk about only one canonical decomposition of a
connected graph G because all canonical decompositions of G are isomorphic.
Let D be a split decomposition of a connected graph G with bags that are either
primes, complete graphs or stars (it is not necessarily a canonical decomposition).
The type of a bag of D is either P , K, or S depending on whether it is a prime, a
complete graph, or a star. The type of a marked edge uv is AB where A and B are
the types of the bags containing u and v respectively. If A “ S or B “ S, then we
can replace S by Sp or Sc depending on whether the end of the marked edge is a
leaf or the center of the star.
Theorem 2.8 (Bouchet [6]). Let D be a split decomposition of a connected graph
with bags that are either primes, complete graphs, or stars. Then D is a canonical
decomposition if and only if it has no marked edge of type KK or SpSc.
We will use the following characterization of distance-hereditary graphs.
Theorem 2.9 (Bocuhet [6]). A connected graph is distance-hereditary if and only
if each bag of its canonical decomposition is of type K or S.
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We now relate the split decompositions of a graph and the ones of its locally
equivalent graphs. Let D be a split decomposition of a connected graph. A vertex
v of D represents an unmarked vertex x (or is a representative of x) if either v “ x
or there is a path of even length from v to x in D starting with a marked edge
such that marked edges and unmarked edges appear alternately in the path. Two
unmarked vertices x and y are linked in D if there is a path from x to y in D such
that unmarked edges and marked edges appear alternately in the path.
Lemma 2.10. Let D be a split decomposition of a connected graph. Let v1 and w1
be two vertices in a same bag of D, and let v and w be two unmarked vertices of D
represented by v1 and w1, respectively. The following are equivalent.
(1) v and w are linked in D.
(2) vw P EpGrDsq.
(3) v1w1 P EpDq.
Proof. It is not hard to show that v1 and w1 are adjacent in D if and only if there
is an alternating path from v to w in D from the definition of representativity.
Note that recomposing a marked edge in a split decomposition does not change the
property that two unmarked vertices are linked, and the adjacency of two vertices
in GrDs. It implies that v and w are linked in D if and only if vw P EpGrDsq. 
A local complementation at an unmarked vertex x in a split decomposition D,
denoted by D˚x, is the operation to replace each bag B containing a representative
w of x with B ˚ w. Observe that D ˚ x is a split decomposition of GrDs ˚ x, and
MpDq “ MpD ˚ xq. Two split decompositions D and D1 are locally equivalent if
D can be obtained from D1 by applying a sequence of local complementations at
unmarked vertices.
Lemma 2.11 (Bouchet [6]). Let D be the canonical decomposition of a connected
graph. If x is an unmarked vertex of D, then D ˚ x is the canonical decomposition
of GrDs ˚ x.
Remark. If D is a canonical decomposition and D1 “ D ˚ x for some unmarked
vertex v of D, then TD1 and TD are isomorphic because MpDq “MpD
1q. Thus, for
every node v of TD associated with a bag B of D, its corresponding node v
1 in TD1
is associated in D1 with either
(1) B if x has no representative in B, or
(2) B ˚ w if B has a representative w of v.
For easier arguments in several places, if TD is given for D, then we assume that
TD1 “ TD for every split decomposition D
1 locally equivalent to D. For a canonical
decomposition D and a node v of its decomposition tree, we write bDpvq to denote
the bag of D with which it is in correspondence.
Let x and y be linked unmarked vertices in a split decomposition D, and let P
be the alternating path in D linking x and y. Observe that each bag contains at
most one unmarked edge in P . Notice also that if B is a bag of type S containing
an unmarked edge of P , then the center of B is a representative of either x or y.
The pivoting on xy of D, denoted by D^xy, is the split decomposition obtained as
follows: for each bag B containing an unmarked edge of P , if v, w P V pBq represent
respectively x and y in D, then we replace B with B ^ vw. (It is worth noticing
that by Lemma 2.10, we have vw P EpBq, hence B ^ vw is well-defined.)
Lemma 2.12. Let D be a split decomposition of a connected graph. If xy P
EpGrDsq, then D ^ xy “ D ˚ x ˚ y ˚ x.
Proof. Since xy P EpGrDsq, by Lemma 2.10, x and y are linked in D. It is easy to
see that by the operation D ˚ x ˚ y ˚ x, only the bags in the path from x to y are
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D
v w
D ˚ v
v w
D ˚ v ˚ w
v w
D ˚ v ˚ w ˚ v
v w
Figure 2. The split decomposition D˚v ˚w˚v, which is the same
as D ^ vw.
modified, and they are modified according to the definition of D^xy. See Figure 2
for an example of this procedure. 
As a corollary of Lemmas 2.11 and 2.12, we get the following.
Corollary 2.13. Let D be the canonical decomposition of a connected graph. If
xy P EpGrDsq, then D ^ xy is the canonical decomposition of GrDs ^ xy.
The following are split decomposition versions of Lemma 2.4, 2.5, 2.6, and they
can be easily verified in a same way.
Lemma 2.14. Let D be the canonical decomposition of a connected graph. The
following are satisfied.
(1) If x, y are unmarked vertices of D that are not linked, then D˚x˚y “ D˚y˚x.
(2) If x, y, z are unmarked vertices of D such that x is linked to neither y nor
z, and y and z are linked, then D ˚ x^ yz “ D ^ yz ˚ x.
(3) If x, y, z are unmarked vertices of D such that y is linked to both x and z,
then D ^ xy ^ xz “ D ^ yz.
For a bag B of D and a component T of DzV pBq, let us denote by ζbpD,B, T q
and ζtpD,B, T q the adjacent marked vertices of D that are in V pBq and in V pT q
respectively. Observe that ζtpD,B, T q is not incident with any marked edge in
T . So, when we take a sub-decomposition T from D, we regard ζtpD,B, T q as an
unmarked vertex of T .
3. Limbs in canonical decompositions
We define the notion of limb that is the key ingredient in our characteriza-
tion. Intuitively, a limb of a canonical decomposition is a modification of its sub-
decomposition satisfying the property that if two canonical decompositions D and
D1 are locally equivalent, then the limbs obtained from D and D1 on the same ver-
tex set are again locally equivalent. This property allows us to characterize linear
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B
paq pbq pcq
Figure 3. In paq, we have a canonical decomposition D of a
distance-hereditary graph with a bag B. The dashed edges are
marked edges of D. In pbq, we have limbs associated with the com-
ponents of DzV pBq. The canonical limbs associated with limbs are
shown in pcq.
rank-width in a right way. To avoid overloading the statements in this section let
us fix D the canonical decomposition of a connected distance-hereditary graph G.
We recall from Theorems 2.8 and 2.9 that each bag of D is of type K or S, and
marked edges of types KK or SpSc do not occur.
For an unmarked vertex y in D and a bag B of D containing a marked vertex
that represents y, let T be the component of DzV pBq containing y, and let v and
w be adjacent marked vertices of D where v P V pT q and w P V pBq. We define the
limb L :“ LDrB, ys with respect to B and y as follows:
(1) if B is of type K, then L :“ T ˚ vzv,
(2) if B is of type S and w is a leaf, then L :“ T zv,
(3) if B is of type S and w is the center, then L :“ T ^ vyzv.
Since v becomes an unmarked vertex in T , the limb is well-defined and it is a split
decomposition. While T is a canonical decomposition, L may not be a canonical
decomposition at all, because deleting v may create a bag of size 2. We analyze the
cases when such a bag appears, and describe how to transform it into a canonical
decomposition.
Suppose that a bag B1 of size 2 appears in L by deleting v. If B1 has no adjacent
bags in L, then B1 itself is a canonical decomposition. Otherwise we have two cases.
(1) (B1 has one neighbor bag B1.)
If v1 P V pB1q is the the marked vertex adjacent to a vertex of B
1 and r
is the unmarked vertex of B1 in L, then we can transform the limb into a
canonical decomposition by removing the bag B1 and replacing v1 with r.
(2) (B1 has two neighbor bags B1 and B2.)
If v1 P V pB1q and v2 P V pB2q are the two marked vertices that are adjacent
to the two marked vertices of B1, then we can first transform the limb into
another decomposition by removing B1 and adding a marked edge v1v2. If
the new marked edge v1v2 is of type KK or SpSc, then by recomposing
along v1v2, we finally transform the limb into a canonical decomposition.
Let LCDrB, ys be the canonical decomposition obtained from LDrB, ys and we
call it the canonical limb. Let LGDrB, ys be the graph obtained from LDrB, ys by
recomposing all marked edges. See Figure 3 for an example of canonical limbs.
Lemma 3.1. Let B be a bag of D. If an unmarked vertex y of D is represented by
a marked vertex of B, then LDrB, ys is connected.
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Proof. Let T be the component of DzV pBq containing y, and v :“ ζtpD,B, T q,
and B1 be the bag of D containing v. Since local complementations maintain
connectedness, it suffices to verify that V pB1qztvu induces a connected subgraph
in LDrB, ys. This is not hard to see for each of the three cases. 
Lemma 3.2. Let B be a bag of D. If two unmarked vertices x and y are represented
by a marked vertex w in B, then LDrB, xs is locally equivalent to LDrB, ys.
Proof. Since x and y are represented by the same vertex w of B, they are contained
in the same component of DzV pBq, say T . Let v :“ ζtpD,B, T q.
If B is a complete bag or a star bag having w as a leaf, then by the definition of
limbs, LDrB, xs “ LDrB, ys. So, we may assume that B is a star bag and w is its
center. Since v is linked to both x and y in T , by Lemma 2.14, T^vx^xy “ T^vy.
So, we obtain that pT ^vxzvq^xy “ T ^vx^xyzv “ T ^vyzv. Therefore LDrB, xs
is locally equivalent to LDrB, ys. 
For a bag B of D and a component T of DzV pBq, we define fDpB, T q as the
linear rank-width of LGDrB, ys for some unmarked vertex y P V pT q. In fact, by
Lemma 3.2, fDpB, T q does not depend on the choice of y. Furthermore, by the fol-
lowing proposition, it does not change when we replace D with some decomposition
locally equivalent to D.
Proposition 3.3. Let B be a bag of D and let y be an unmarked vertex of D rep-
resented a vertex w in B. Let x P V pGrDsq. If an unmarked vertex y1 is represented
by w in D ˚ x, then LGDrB, ys is locally equivalent to LGD˚xrpD ˚ xqrV pBqs, y
1s.
Therefore, fDpB, T q “ fD˚xppD˚xqrV pBqs, Txq where T and Tx are the components
of DzV pBq and pD ˚ xqzV pBq containing y, respectively. Moreover, LCDrB, ys and
LCD˚xrpD ˚ xqrV pBqs, y
1s are locally equivalent as canonical decompositions.
Before proving it, let us recall the following by Geelen and Oum.
Lemma 3.4 (Geelen and Oum [16, Lemma 3.1]). Let G be a graph and x, y be two
distinct vertices in G. Let xw P EpG ˚ yq and xz P EpGq.
(1) If xy R EpGq, then pG ˚ yqzx, pG ˚ y ˚ xqzx, and pG ˚ yq ^ xwzx are locally
equivalent to Gzx, G ˚ xzx, and G^ xzzx, respectively.
(2) If xy P EpGq, then pG ˚ yqzx, pG ˚ y ˚ xqzx, and pG ˚ yq ^ xwzx are locally
equivalent to Gzx, G^ xzzx, and pG ˚ xqzx, respectively.
Proof of Proposition 3.3. Let v :“ ζtpD,B, T q and B
1 :“ pD ˚xqrV pBqs. Let T and
Tx be the components of DzV pBq and pD ˚ xqzV pB
1q containing y, respectively.
Note that V pT q “ V pTxq.
We claim that LGDrB, ys is locally equivalent to LGD˚xrB
1, y1s for some un-
marked vertex y1 represented by w in D ˚ x. We divide into cases depending on the
type of the bag B and whether x P V pT q.
Case 1. x P V pT q and x is not linked to v in T .
Since x is not linked to v in T , applying a local complementation at x does not
change the bag B. Thus, B1 “ B and vx R EpGrT sq. In this case, let y1 :“ y.
(1) (B is of type S and w is a leaf of B.) LDrB, ys “ T zv and LD˚xrB
1, y1s “
T ˚ xzv. Since pT zvq ˚ x “ T ˚ xzv, LDrB, ys and LD˚xrB
1, y1s are locally
equivalent, and thus LGDrB, ys and LGD˚xrB
1, y1s are locally equivalent.
(2) (B is of type S and w is the center of B.) LDrB, ys “ T ^ vyzv and
LD˚xrB
1, y1s “ pT ˚ xq ^ vyzv, and we have
LGDrB, ys “ GrT ^ vyzvs “ GrT s ^ vyzv.
Since vx R EpGrT sq, by Lemma 3.4, LGDrB, ys is locally equivalent to
LGD˚xrB
1, y1s “ GrpT ˚ xq ^ vyzvs “ GrpT ˚ xqs ^ vyzv.
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(3) (B is of type K.) LDrB, ys “ T ˚ vzv and LD˚xrB
1, y1s “ T ˚ x ˚ vzv, and
we have
LGDrB, ys “ GrT ˚ vzvs “ GrT s ˚ vzv.
Since vx R EpGrT sq, by Lemma 3.4, LGDrB, ys is locally equivalent to
LGD˚xrB
1, y1s “ GrT ˚ x ˚ vzvs “ GrT s ˚ x ˚ vzv.
Case 2. x P V pT q and x is linked to v in T .
Since x is linked to v in T , vx P EpGrT sq. Let y1 :“ x for this case.
(1) (B is of type S and w is a leaf of B.) Applying a local complementa-
tion at x does not change the type of the bag B. So, LDrB, ys “ T zv
and LD˚xrB
1, y1s “ T ˚ xzv. Since pT zvq ˚ x “ T ˚ xzv, LGDrB, ys and
LGD˚xrB
1, y1s are locally equivalent.
(2) (B is of type S and w is the center of B.) Applying a local complementation
at x changes the bag B into a bag of type K, and the component T into
T ˚ x. Thus, LDrB, ys “ T ^ vyzv and LD˚xrB
1, y1s “ pT ˚ xq ˚ vzv, and
LGDrB, ys “ GrT ^ vyzvs “ GrT s ^ vyzv.
Since vx P EpGrT sq, by Lemma 3.4, LGDrB, ys is locally equivalent to
LGD˚xrB
1, y1s “ GrpT ˚ xq ˚ vzvs “ GrT s ˚ x ˚ vzv.
(3) (B is of type K.) Applying a local complementation at x changes the
bag B into a bag of type S whose center is w. LDrB, ys “ T ˚ vzv and
LD˚xrB
1, y1s “ T ˚ x^ vxzv, and we have
LGDrB, ys “ GrT ˚ vzvs “ GrT s ˚ vzv.
Since vx P EpGrT sq, by Lemma 3.4, LGDrB, ys is locally equivalent to
LGD˚xrB
1, y1s “ GrT ˚ x^ vxzvs “ GrT s ˚ x^ vxzv.
Case 3. x R V pT q.
If x has no representative in the bag B, then applying a local complementation
at x does not change the bag B and the component T . Therefore, we may assume
that x is represented by some vertex in B, that is adjacent to w. In this case, v is
still a representative of y in D ˚ x. Let y1 :“ y.
(1) (B is of type S and w is a leaf of B.) If the representative of x in B is a
leaf of B, then it is not adjacent to w. Thus, the representative of x in B
is a center of B, and applying a local complementation at x changes B into
a bag of type K, and T into T ˚ v. We have LD˚xrB
1, y1s “ pT ˚ vq ˚ vzv “
T zv “ LDrB, ys.
(2) (B is of type S and w is the center of B.) Since w is the center of B, x
is represented by a leaf of the bag B. Applying a local complementation
at x does not change the bag B, but it changes T into T ˚ v. So we have
LDrB, ys “ T ^ vyzv and LD˚xrB
1, y1s “ pT ˚ vq ^ vyzv “ T ˚ y ˚ vzv, and
we have
LGDrB, ys “ GrT ^ vyzvs “ GrT s ^ vyzv.
Since vy P EpGrT sq, by Lemma 3.4, LGDrB, ys is locally equivalent to
LGD˚xrB
1, y1s “ GrT ˚ y ˚ vzvs “ GrT s ˚ y ˚ vzv.
(3) (B is of type K.) After applying a local complementation at x in D, B
becomes a star with a leaf w, and T becomes T ˚ v. Therefore, we have
LD˚xrB
1, y1s “ T ˚ vzv “ LDrB, ys.
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We conclude that LGDrB, ys and LGD˚xrB
1, y1s are locally equivalent, and by
Lemma 3.2, we have fDpB, T q “ fD˚xpB
1, Txq. Also, by construction LCDrB, ys
and LCD˚xrB
1, y1s are canonical decompositions of LGDrB, ys and LGD˚xrB
1, y1s,
respectively. By Lemma 2.11, we can conclude that LCDrB, ys and LCD˚xrB
1, y1s
are locally equivalent as canonical decompositions. 
The following lemma is useful to reduce cases in several proofs.
Lemma 3.5. Let B1 and B2 be two distinct bags of D and for each i P t1, 2u, let
Ti be the components of DzV pBiq such that T1 contains the bag B2 and T2 contains
the bag B1. Then there exists a canonical decomposition D
1 locally equivalent to
D such that for each i P t1, 2u, D1rV pBiqs is a star and ζbpD,Bi, Tiq is a leaf of
D1rV pBiqs.
Proof. Let vi :“ ζbpD,Bi, Tiq for i “ 1, 2. It is easy to make B1 into a star bag
having v1 as a leaf by applying local complementations. We may assume that v1 is
a leaf of B1 in D. If v2 is a leaf of B2, then we are done. If B2 is a complete bag,
then choose an unmarked vertex w2 of D that is represented by a vertex of B2 other
than v2. Then applying a local complementation at w2 makes B2 into a star bag
having v2 as a leaf without changing B1. Therefore, we may assume that v2 is the
center of the star bag B2. If B1 and B2 are neighbor bags in D, then the marked
edge connecting B1 and B2 is of type SpSc, contradicting to the assumption that
D is a canonical decomposition. Thus, B1 and B2 are not neighbor bags in D.
Let T :“ DrV pT1q X V pT2qs and w2 :“ ζtpD,B2, T2q. By the definition of a
canonical decomposition, w2 is not a leaf of a star bag in D. Therefore, there exists
an unmarked vertex y P V pT q of D such that y is linked to w2 in T . Choose an
unmarked vertex y1 of D represented by w2 in D. Since y is linked to y
1 and the
alternating path from y to y1 in D passes through B2 but not B1, pivoting yy
1 in
D makes B2 into a star bag having v2 as a leaf without changing B1. Thus, each
vi is a leaf of pD ^ yy
1qrV pBiqs in D ^ yy
1, as required. 
We conclude the section with the following.
Proposition 3.6. Let B1 and B2 be two distinct bags of D and T1 be a component of
DzV pB1q not containing B2, and T2 be the component of DzV pB2q containing B1.
If y1 P V pT1q and y2 P V pT2q are two unmarked vertices of D that are represented
by some vertices in B1 and B2, respectively, then LGDrB1, y1s is a vertex-minor of
LGDrB2, y2s. Therefore fDpB1, T1q ď fDpB2, T2q.
Proof. Let u2 :“ ζtpD,B2, T2q and v2 :“ ζbpD,B2, T2q. By Lemma 3.5, there exists
a canonical decomposition D1 locally equivalent to D such that B2 is a star bag in
D1 with a leaf v2. For each i P t1, 2u, let T
1
i :“ D
1rV pTiqs, B
1
i :“ D
1rV pBiqs and let
y1i be an unmarked vertex of D
1 represented by ζbpD
1, B1i, T
1
iq.
Since v2 is a leaf of B
1
2 in D
1, we have LD1 rB
1
2, y
1
2s “ T
1
2zv2. Because T
1
1 is
a subgraph of T 12zv2, we can easily observe that LGD1 rB
1
1, y
1
1s is a vertex-minor of
LGD1rB
1
2, y
1
2s. Since LDrBi, yis is locally equivalent to LD1 rB
1
i, y
1
is for each i P t1, 2u,
LGDrB1, y1s is a vertex-minor of LGDrB2, y2s. We conclude that fDpB1, T1q ď
fDpB2, T2q. 
4. Characterizing the linear rank-width of distance-hereditary
graphs
In this section, we prove the main structural result of this paper, which charac-
terizes linear rank-width on distance-hereditary graphs.
Theorem 4.1. Let k be a positive integer and let D be the canonical decomposition
of a connected distance-hereditary graph G. Then lrwpGq ď k if and only if for each
bag B of D, D has at most two components T of DzV pBq such that fDpB, T q “ k,
and every other component T 1 of DzV pBq satisfies that fDpB, T
1q ď k ´ 1.
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Let D be the canonical decomposition of a connected distance-hereditary graph
G, and we fix a positive integer k. For simpler arguments, we remove D from the
notation fDpB, T q in this section. We first prove the forward direction.
Proof of the forward direction of Theorem 4.1. Suppose that there exists a bag B
of D such that DzV pBq has at least three components T which induce limbs L
where GrLs has linear rank-width k.
We claim that lrwpGq ě k ` 1. We may assume that DzV pBq has exactly three
components T1, T2 and T3, where each component Ti satisfies fpB, Tiq “ k. For each
1 ď i ď 3, let wi :“ ζtpD,B, Tiq, and let Ni be the set of the unmarked vertices of
Ti that are linked to wi in Ti. Choose a vertex ui in Ni and let Di :“ LDrB, uis. We
remark that Ni is exactly the set of the vertices in V pGrDisq that have a neighbor
in V pGrDsqzV pGrDisq. Since removing a vertex from a graph does not increase
the linear rank-width, we may assume that V pBq “ tζbpD,B, Tiq | 1 ď i ď 3u.
Now, every unmarked vertex of D is contained in one of T1, T2, and T3. Moreover,
by Proposition 3.3 and Lemmas 2.3 and 2.11, for any canonical decomposition D1
locally equivalent to D, we have lrwpGrDsq “ lrwpGrD1sq and fpB, Tiq does not
change. So, we may assume that B is a complete bag of D.
We first claim that D2 “ pD ˚ u1qrV pT2qzw2s. Since B is a complete bag, by the
definition of limbs, D2 “ T2 ˚w2zw2. Since u1 is linked to w1 in T1 and there is an
alternating path from w1 to w2 in D, by concatenating alternating paths it is easy
to see that pD ˚ u1qrV pT2qzw2s “ T2 ˚ w2zw2 “ D2, as claimed.
Towards a contradiction, suppose that GrDs has a linear layout L of width k.
Let a and b be the first vertex and the last vertex of L, respectively. Since B
has no unmarked vertices, without loss of generality, we may assume that a, b P
V pGrD1sqYV pGrD3sq. With this assumption, we claim that GrD2s has linear rank-
width at most k ´ 1.
Let v P V pGrD2sq and Sv :“ tx P V pGrDsq | x ďL vu and Tv :“ V pGrDsqzSv.
Since v is arbitrary, it is sufficient to show that cutrkGrD2spSv XV pGrD2sqq ď k´ 1.
We divide into three cases. We first check two cases that are (1) (N1 X Sv ‰ H
and N3 X Tv ‰ H), and (2) (N1 X Tv ‰ H and N3 X Sv ‰ H). If both of them are
not satisfied, then we can easily deduce that N1 YN3 Ď Sv or N1 YN3 Ď Tv.
Case 1. N1 X Sv ‰ H and N3 X Tv ‰ H.
Let x1 P N1 X Sv and x3 P N3 X Tv. We claim that
cutrkGrD2spSvXV pGrD2sqq “ cutrkpGrDsqrV pGrD2sqYtx1,x3usppSvXV pGrD2sqqYtx1uq´1.
Because cutrkpGrDsqrV pGrD2sqYtx1,x3usppSvXV pGrD2sqqY tx1uq ď cutrkGrDspSvq ď k,
the claim implies that cutrkGrD2spSv X V pGrD2sqq ď k ´ 1.
Note that x1 and x3 have the same neighbors in pGrDsqrV pGrD2sq Y tx1, x3us
because B is a complete bag. Since x1 is adjacent to x3 in pGrDsqrV pGrD2sq Y
tx1, x3us, x3 becomes a leaf in pGrDsqrV pGrD2sq Y tx1, x3us ˚ x1 whose neighbor is
x1. Since pD ˚ x1qrV pT2qzw2s “ D2, we have
pGrDsqrV pGrD2sq Y tx1, x3us ˚ x1zx1zx3 “ pGrDs ˚ x1qrV pGrD2sqs “ GrD2s.
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Therefore,
cutrkpGrDsqrV pGrD2sqYtx1,x3usppSv X V pGrD2sqq Y tx1uq
“ cutrkpGrDsqrV pGrD2sqYtx1,x3us˚x1ppSv X V pGrD2sqq Y tx1uq
“ rank
¨˚
˚˝ x3 Tv X V pGrD2sqˆ ˙x1 1 ˚
Sv X V pGrD2sq 0 ˚
‹˛‹‚
“ rank
¨˚
˚˝ x3 Tv X V pGrD2sqˆ ˙x1 1 0
Sv X V pGrD2sq 0 ˚
‹˛‹‚
“ cutrkpGrDsqrV pGrD2sqYtx1,x3us˚x1zx1zx3pSv X V pGrD2sqq ` 1
“ cutrkpGrD2sqpSv X V pGrD2sqq ` 1,
as claimed.
Case 2. N1 X Tv ‰ H and N3 X Sv ‰ H.
In the same way as Case 1, we can prove cutrkGrD2spSv X V pGrD2sqq ď k ´ 1.
Case 3. N1 YN3 Ď Sv or N1 YN3 Ď Tv.
We can assume without loss of generality that N1 Y N3 Ď Sv because the case
when N1 Y N3 Ď Tv is similar. Since a, b P V pGrD1sq Y V pGrD3sq and the graph
pGrDsqrV pGrD1sqYV pGrD3sqs is connected, there exist vertices s P SvXpV pGrD1sqY
V pGrD3sqq and t P Tv X pV pGrD1sq Y V pGrD3sqq such that
(1) st P EpGrDsq,
(2) t has no neighbors in N2.
We have
cutrkGrDspSvq ě rank
¨˚
˚˝ t Tv X V pGrD2sqˆ ˙s 1 ˚
Sv X V pGrD2sq 0 ˚
‹˛‹‚
“ rank
¨˚
˚˝ t Tv X V pGrD2sqˆ ˙s 1 0
Sv X V pGrD2sq 0 ˚
‹˛‹‚
“ cutrkGrD2spSv X V pGrD2sqq ` 1.
Therefore, we conclude cutrkGrD2spSv X V pGrD2sqq ď k ´ 1.
Thus, GrD2s has linear rank-width at most k´1, which yields a contradiction. 
To prove the converse direction, we use the following lemmas. For two linear
layouts px1, . . . , xnq, py1, . . . , ymq, we define
px1, . . . , xnq ‘ py1, . . . , ymq :“ px1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , ymq.
Lemma 4.2. Let B be a bag of D of type S with two unmarked vertices x and y
such that x is the center and y is a leaf of B. If for every component T of DzV pBq,
fpB, T q ď k ´ 1, then the graph GrDs has a linear layout of width at most k whose
first and last vertices are x and y, respectively.
Proof. Let T1, T2, . . . , Tℓ be the components of DzV pBq and for each 1 ď i ď ℓ, let
wi :“ ζtpD,B, Tiq and let yi be a vertex in Ti represented by a vertex of B. Since
each wi is adjacent to a leaf of B, Tizwi is the limb of D with respect to B and yi.
Let A :“ V pBqzp
Ť
1ďjďℓtζbpD,B, Tiquqztx, yu, and let LA be a sequence of A.
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Suppose that for every component T of DzV pBq, fpB, T q ď k ´ 1. For each
1 ď i ď ℓ, let Li be a linear layout of GrTizwis of width at most k ´ 1. We claim
that
L :“ pxq ‘ L1 ‘ L2 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ Lℓ ‘ LA ‘ pyq
is a linear layout of GrDs of width at most k. It is sufficient to prove that for every
w P V pGrDsqztx, yu, cutrkGrDsptv | v ďL wuq ď k.
Letw P V pGrDsqzpAYtx, yuq, and let Sw :“ tv : v ďL wu and Tw :“ V pGrDsqzSw.
Let j be the integer such that Lj contains w. Then
cutrkGrDspSwq
“ rank
¨˚
˚˝˚ y A Tw X V pGrTjsq TwztyuzAzV pGrTjsq˜ ¸x 1 1 ˚ ˚
Sw X V pGrTjsq 0 0 ˚ 0
SwztxuzV pGrTjsq 0 0 0 0
‹˛‹‹‚
“ rank
¨˚
˚˝˚ y A Tw X V pGrTjsq TwztyuzAzV pGrTjsq˜ ¸x 1 0 0 0
Sw X V pGrTjsq 0 0 ˚ 0
SwztxuzV pGrTjsq 0 0 0 0
‹˛‹‹‚
“ cutrkGrTjzwjspSw X V pGrTjsqq ` 1 ď pk ´ 1q ` 1 “ k.
If w P A, then it is easy to show that cutrkGrDsptv | v ďL wuq ď 1. Therefore,
L is a linear layout of GrDs of width k whose first and last vertices are x and y,
respectively. 
Lemma 4.3. Let B be a bag of D with two unmarked vertices x and y. If for every
component T of DzV pBq, fpB, T q ď k´ 1, then the graph GrDs has a linear layout
of width at most k whose first and last vertices are x and y, respectively.
Proof. Suppose that fpB, T q ď k´1 for every component T of DzV pBq. We obtain
a decomposition D1 from D as follows:
‚ If B is a complete graph, then let D1 :“ D ˚ x.
‚ If B is a star whose center is x, then let D1 :“ D.
‚ If y is the center of B, then let D1 :“ D ^ xy.
‚ Otherwise let D1 :“ D ^ xz where z is an unmarked vertex represented by
the center of B.
It is clear that D1rV pBqs is a star whose center is x. By Proposition 3.3, for
each component T of DzV pBq, fpB, T q “ fD1pD
1rV pBqs, D1rV pT qsq. Thus, by
Lemma 4.2, GrD1s has a linear layout of width at most k whose first and last
vertices are x and y, respectively. Since GrD1s is locally equivalent to GrDs, we
conclude that GrDs also has such a linear layout. 
Lemma 4.4. If
(1) for each bag B of D, there are at most two components T of DzV pBq sat-
isfying fpB, T q “ k, and
(2) for every other component T 1 of DzV pBq, fpB, T 1q ď k ´ 1, and
(3) P is the set of nodes v in TD such that exactly two components T of
DzV pbvpDqq satisfy fpbvpDq, T q “ k,
then either P “ H or TDrP s is a path.
Proof. Suppose that P ‰ H. If P has two distinct vertices v1 and v2, then
there exists a component T1 of DzV pbDpv1qq not containing V pbDpv2qq such that
fpbDpv1q, T1q “ k, and there exists a component T2 of DzV pbDpv2qq not containing
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V pbDpv1qq such that fpbDpv2q, T2q “ k. By Proposition 3.6, for every node v on
the path from v1 to v2 in TD, v must be contained in P . So P induces a tree in TD.
Suppose now that P contains a node v having three neighbor bags v1, v2, and v3 in
P . Then, again by Proposition 3.6, D must have three components T ofDzV pbDpvqq
such that fpbDpvq, T q “ k, which contradicts the assumption. Therefore, P induces
a path in TD. 
Lemma 4.5. If
(1) for each bag B of D, there are at most two components T of DzV pBq sat-
isfying fpB, T q “ k, and
(2) fpB, T 1q ď k ´ 1 for all the other components T 1 of DzV pBq,
then TD has a path P such that for each node v in P and each component T of
DzV pbvpDqq not containing a bag bwpDq with w P V pP q, fpB, T q ď k ´ 1.
Proof. Let P 1 be the set of nodes v in TD such that exactly two components T of
DzV pbDpvqq satisfy fpbDpvq, T q “ k. By Lemma 4.4, either P
1 “ H or TDrP
1s is a
path.
We first assume that P 1 ‰ H. Let TDrP
1s “ v1v2 ¨ ¨ ¨ vn, and for each 1 ď i ď n,
let Bi :“ bDpviq. By the definition, there exists a component T1 of DzV pB1q such
that T1 does not contain a bag bDpwq with w P V pP
1q and fpB1, T1q “ k. Let v0
be the node of TD such that bDpv0q is the bag of T1 that is the neighbor bag of B1
in D. Similarly, there exists a component Tn of DzV pBnq such that Tn does not
contain a bag bDpwq with w P V pP
1q and fpBn, Tnq “ k. Let vn`1 be the node of
TD such that bDpvn`1q is the bag of Tn that is the neighbor bag of Bn in D. Then
P :“ v0v1v2 ¨ ¨ ¨ vnvn`1 is the required path.
Now we assume that P 1 “ H. We choose a node v0 in TD and let B0 :“ bDpv0q.
If D has no component T of DzV pB0q such that fpB0, T q “ k, then P :“ v0 satisfies
the condition. If not, we take a maximal path P :“ v0v1 ¨ ¨ ¨ vn`1 in TD such that
(with Bi :“ bDpviq)
– for each 0 ď i ď n, DzV pBiq has one component Ti such that fpBi, Tiq “ k,
and Bi`1 is the bag of Ti that is the neighbor bag of Bi in D.
By the maximality of P , P is a path in TD such that for each node v of P
and a component T of DzV pbDpvqq not containing a bag bDpwq with w P V pP q,
fpbDpvq, T q ď k ´ 1. 
We are now ready to prove the converse direction of the proof of Theorem 4.1.
Proof of the backward direction of Theorem 4.1. Suppose that for each bag B of D,
at most two components T of DzV pBq induce limbs L where GrLs has linear rank-
width exactly k, and all other component T 1 of DzV pBq induce limbs L1 where
GrL1s has linear rank-width at most k ´ 1. We claim that lrwpGq ď k.
Let P :“ v0v1 ¨ ¨ ¨ vnvn`1 be the path in TD such that
‚ for each node v in P and a component T of DzV pbDpvqq not containing a
bag bDpwq with w P P , fpbDpvq, T q ď k ´ 1 (such a path exists by Lemma
4.5).
For each 0 ď i ď n ` 1, let Bi :“ bDpviq. If P consists of one vertex, then by
Lemma 4.3, lrwpGq “ lrwpGrDsq ď k. Thus, we may assume that n ě 0.
By adding unmarked vertices in B0 and Bn`1 if necessary, we assume that B0
and Bn`1 have unmarked vertices a0 and bn`1 in D, respectively.
For each 0 ď i ď n, let bi be a marked vertex of Bi and let ai`1 be a marked
vertex Bi`1 such that biai`1 is the marked edge connecting Bi and Bi`1. Let D0
be the component of DzV pB1q containing the bag B0. Let Dn`1 be the component
of DzV pBnq containing the bag Bn`1. For each 1 ď i ď n, let Di be the component
of DzpV pBi´1q Y V pBi`1qq containing the bag Bi. Notice that the vertices ai and
bi are unmarked vertices in Di.
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Since every component T of DizV pBiq satisfies that fDipBi, T q ď k ´ 1, by
Lemma 4.3, GrDis has a linear layout L
1
i of width k whose first and last vertices are ai
and bi, respectively. For each 1 ď i ď n, let Li be the linear layout obtained from L
1
i
by removing ai and bi. Let L0 and Ln`1 be obtained from L
1
0 and L
1
n`1 by removing
b0 and an`1, respectively. Then we can easily check that L :“ L0‘L1‘ ¨ ¨ ¨‘Ln`1
is a linear layout of GrDs having width at most k. Therefore lrwpGrDsq ď k. 
5. Canonical limbs
We investigate useful properties of canonical limbs which will be used to design
our algorithm. Note that for recursively taking limbs, we need to transform an
obtained limb into a canonical limb because limbs are only defined on canonical
decompositions. Let D be the canonical decomposition of a connected distance-
hereditary graph.
Proposition 5.1. Let B1 and B2 be two distinct bags of D and for each i P t1, 2u,
let Ti be the component of DzV pBiq, wi :“ ζbpD,Bi, Tiq and yi be an unmarked
vertex of D represented by wi such that
‚ T1 contains the bag B2 and T2 contains the bag B1, and
‚ V pB1q induces a bag in LCDrB2, y2s, and V pB2q induces a bag in LCDrB1, y1s.
We define that
‚ B11 :“ pLCDrB2, y2sqrV pB1qs,
‚ B12 :“ pLCDrB1, y1sqrV pB2qs,
‚ y11 is an unmarked vertex of LCDrB2, y2s represented by w1, and
‚ y12 is an unmarked vertex of LCDrB1, y1s represented by w2.
Then LCLCDrB1,y1srB
1
2, y
1
2s is locally equivalent to LCLCDrB2,y2srB
1
1, y
1
1s.
Proof. For each i P t1, 2u, let vi :“ ζtpD,Bi, Tiq. By Lemma 3.5, there exists a
canonical decompositionD1 locally equivalent toD such that for each i P t1, 2u, wi is
a leaf of D1rV pBiqs in D
1. For each i P t1, 2u, let Pi :“ D
1rV pBiqs, T
1
i :“ D
1rV pTiqs,
and zi be an unmarked vertex of D
1 represented by wi. We define that
‚ T 1 :“ D1rV pT 11q X V pT
1
2qs,
‚ P 11 :“ pLCD1 rP2, z2sqrV pP1qs,
‚ P 12 :“ pLCD1 rP1, z1sqrV pP2qs,
‚ let z11 be an unmarked vertex of LCD1 rP2, z2s represented by w1,
‚ let z12 be an unmarked vertex of LCD1 rP1, z1s represented by w2.
Since D is locally equivalent to D1, by Proposition 3.3, LCDrB1, y1s is locally
equivalent to LCD1 rP1, z1s. Again, since LCDrB1, y1s is locally equivalent to LCD1rP1, z1s,
by Proposition 3.3,
LCLCDrB1,y1srB
1
2, y
1
2s is locally equivalent to LCLCD1 rP1,z1srP
1
2, z
1
2s.
Similarly, we obtain that
LCLCDrB2,y2srB
1
1, y
1
1s is locally equivalent to LCLCD1 rP2,z2srP
1
1, z
1
1s.
Since each vi is a leaf of Pi in D
1,
LLD1 rP1,z1srP
1
2, z
1
2s “ T
1zv1zv2 “ LLD1 rP2,z2srP
1
1, z
1
1s,
and it implies that
LCLCD1 rP1,z1srP
1
2, z
1
2s “ LCLCD1 rP2,z2srP
1
1, z
1
1s.
Therefore, LCLCDrB1,y1srB
1
2, y
1
2s is locally equivalent to LCLCDrB2,y2srB
1
1, y
1
1s. 
Proposition 5.2. Let B1 and B2 be two distinct bags of D. Let T1 be a component
of DzV pB1q that does not contain B2 and T2 be the component of DzV pB2q con-
taining the bag B1. For i P t1, 2u, let wi :“ ζbpD,Bi, Tiq, and yi be an unmarked
vertex of D represented by wi. If V pB1q induces a bag B
1
1 of LCDrB2, y2s, then
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LCDrB1, y1s is locally equivalent to LCLCDrB2,y2srB
1
1, y
1
1s, where y
1
1 is an unmarked
vertex of LCDrB2, y2s represented by w1.
Proof. Suppose V pB1q induces a bag B
1
1 of LCDrB2, y2s and y
1
1 is an unmarked
vertex represented in LCDrB2, y2s by w1. By Lemma 3.5, there exists a canoni-
cal decomposition D1 locally equivalent to D such that w2 is a leaf of a star bag
D1rV pB2qs. We define
‚ P1 :“ D
1rV pB1qs,
‚ P2 :“ D
1rV pB2qs,
‚ for each i P t1, 2u, zi is an unmarked vertex of D
1 represented by wi,
‚ P 11 :“ pLCD1 rP2, z2sqrV pB1qs, and
‚ z11 is an unmarked vertex of LCD1rP2, z2s represented by w1.
Since D is locally equivalent to D1, by Proposition 3.3, LCDrB1, y1s is locally
equivalent to LCD1 rP1, z1s. Similarly, we obtain that LCDrB2, y2s is locally equiv-
alent to LCD1rP2, z2s. Since LCDrB2, y2s is locally equivalent to LCD1rP2, z2s, by
Proposition 3.3,
LCLCDrB2,y2srB
1
1, y
1
1s is locally equivalent to LCLCD1 rP2,z2srP
1
1, z
1
1s.
Since w2 is a leaf of P2 in D
1, LCD1rP1, z1s “ LCLCD1 rP2,z2srP
1
1, z
1
1s, and therefore,
LCDrB1, y1s is locally equivalent to LCLCDrB2,y2srB
1
1, y
1
1s, as required. 
6. Computing the linear rank-width of distance-hereditary graphs
We describe an algorithm to compute the linear rank-width of distance-hereditary
graphs. Since the linear rank-width of a graph is the maximum linear rank-width
over all its connected components, we will focus on connected distance-hereditary
graphs.
Theorem 6.1. The linear rank-width of every connected distance-hereditary graph
with n vertices can be computed in time Opn2 ¨ log2 nq. Moreover, a linear layout
of the graph witnessing the linear rank-width can be computed with the same time
complexity.
The main idea consists of rooting the canonical decomposition D of a connected
distance-hereditary graph and associating each bag B of D with a canonical limb
LCDrB
1, ys where B1 is the parent of B and y is an unmarked vertex in some
descendant bag of B, and computing the linear rank-width of LGDrB
1, ys. Following
Theorem 4.1, in order to compute the linear rank-width of LGDrB
1, ys, we need to
check the linear rank-width of proper limbs obtained from LCDrB
1, ys by removing
some bags of LCDrB
1, ys. Basically, we need to take canonical limbs recursively
from this reason. In contrast to the case of forests for computing path-width,
the associated canonical limbs here are not necessarily sub-decompositions of the
original decomposition, and thus, it is not at all trivial how to store values to use
in the next steps. The crucial point of achieving our running time is to overcome
this problem using the results in Section 5.
Rooted decomposition trees. We define the notion of rooted decomposition trees.
A decomposition tree is rooted if we distinguish either a node or an edge and call
it the root of the tree. Let T be a rooted decomposition tree with the root r. A
node v is a descendant of a node v1 if v1 is in the unique path from the root to v,
and when r is a marked edge, this path contains both end vertices of r. If v is a
descendant of v1 and v and v1 are adjacent, then we call v a child of v1 and v1 the
parent of v. Observe from the definition of descendants that if r “ vv1, then v is the
parent of v1 and also v1 is the parent of v. We allow this tricky part for a technical
reason. A node in T is called a non-root node if it is not the root node.
Two nodes v and v1 are called comparable if one node is a descendant of the
other one. Otherwise, they are called incomparable. Recall that for each node v of
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T and each canonical decomposition D with T as its decomposition tree we write
bDpvq to denote the bag of D with which it is in correspondence. For convenience,
let pbDpvq :“ bDpv
1q with v1 the parent of v.
Let D be the canonical decomposition of a connected distance-hereditary graph
G and let T be its decomposition tree rooted at r. Let B :“ bDpvq for some non-root
node v of T , and let y be an unmarked vertex of D that is represented by a vertex
of B. We define the root of the decomposition tree rT of LCDrB, ys as follows. We
assume that rT is obtained from T by removing v, and possibly adding an edge or
identifying two nodes following the definition of canonical limbs. If two comparable
nodes w and w1 with w the parent of w1 are identified, then let w be the identified
node. Otherwise, we give a new label for the identified node.
(1) If r exists in rT , then we assign r as the root of rT . In the other cases, we
can observe that either
‚ r is the root node and bDprq is removed when taking the canonical
limb or
‚ r is the root edge, and a bag bDpr
1q is removed where r1 is a node
incident with the root edge, when taking the canonical limb.
(2) If the removed node has one neighbor in T zr, then we assign this neighbor
as the root of rT .
(3) If the removed node has two neighbors in T zr and they are linked by a new
edge in rT , then we assign the new edge as the root of rT .
(4) If the removed node has two neighbors in T zr and they are identified in rT ,
then we assign the new node as the root of rT .
The following observation is easy to check from the definition of rooted decom-
position trees of canonical limbs.
Fact 6.2. If w is a non-root node of the rooted decomposition tree rT of a canon-
ical limb LCDrB, ys, then w is also a non-root node of T with the property that
V pbDpwqq “ V pbLCDrB,yspwqq.
k-critical nodes. For every non-root node v of T with the parent node v1, we
define that
‚ T1rD, vs is the component of DzV pbDpv
1qq containing bDpvq,
‚ T2rD, vs is the component of DzV pbDpvqq containing bDpv
1q,
‚ f1pD, vq :“ fDppbDpvq, T1rD, vsq,
‚ f2pD, vq :“ fDpbDpvq, T2rD, vsq,
‚ ζ1pD, vq :“ ζbpD, bDpv
1q, T1rD, vsq, and
‚ ζ2pD, vq :“ ζbpD, bDpvq, T2rD, vsq.
A node v of T is called k-critical if f1pD, vq “ k and v has two children v1 and v2
such that f1pD, v1q “ f1pD, v2q “ k.
From now on, we define some sequences of canonical limbs, which will be taken
sequentially in our algorithm. We recall that lrwpGq ď log2|V pGq| by Theorem 2.1
and Lemma 2.2. For convenience, let
η :“ tlog2|V pGq|u.
For each non-root node v of T , we define recursively the following. We first choose
an unmarked vertex y of D represented by ζ1pD, vq, and
‚ let Dvη be any canonical limb LCDrpbDpvq, ys, and let T
v
η be the rooted
decomposition tree of Dvη.
For each 1 ď j ď η, let αvj :“ maxtf1pD
v
j , wq | w is a non-root node of T
v
j u, and we
define Dvj´1 and T
v
j´1 as follows:
(1) If αvj ‰ j, then let D
v
j´1 :“ D
v
j and T
v
j´1 :“ T
v
j .
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(2) If αvj “ j and one of the following is satisfied, then let D
v
j´1 :“ D
v
j and
T vj´1 :“ T
v
j .
‚ T vj has a node with at least 3 children w such that f1pD
v
j , wq “ j.
‚ T vj has two incomparable nodes v1 and v2 where v1 is a j-critical node
v1 and f1pD
v
j , v2q “ j.
‚ T vj has no j-critical nodes.
(3) Otherwise, T vj has the unique j-critical node vc. In this case, we choose
an unmarked vertex y of Dvj represented by ζ2pD
v
j , vcq and let D
v
j´1 :“
LCDv
j
rbDv
j
pvcq, ys and let T
v
j´1 be the rooted decomposition tree of D
v
j´1.
Lastly for each 0 ď j ď η, let βvj :“ lrwpGrD
v
j sq.
The existence of the unique j-critical node in (3) is verified in the next proposi-
tion.
Proposition 6.3. Let 0 ď j ď η and let v be a non-root node of T such that αvj ď j
and T vj contains neither
‚ a node having at least 3 children w with f1pD
v
j , wq “ α
v
j , nor
‚ two incomparable nodes v1 and v2 having the property that v1 is an α
v
j -
critical node and f1pD
v
j , v2q “ α
v
j .
Let w be an αvj -critical node of T
v
j . Then w is the unique α
v
j -critical vertex of T
v
j .
Moreover, lrwpGrDvj sq “ α
v
j ` 1 if and only if lrwpGrD
v
j´1sq “ f2pD
v
j , wq “ α
v
j .
Proof. Let k :“ αvj . We first show that w is the unique k-critical node of T
v
j . Let w
1
be a k-critical node of T vj that is distinct from w. From the second assumption, w
and w1 must be comparable in T vj . Without loss of generality, we may assume that
w is a descendant of w1 in T vj . Then by the definition of k-criticality, w
1 has a child
w2 such that f1pD
v
j , w
2q “ k and w is not a descendant of w2 in T vj , contradicting
to the second assumption.
Now we claim that lrwpGrDvj sq “ k ` 1 if and only if f2pD
v
j , wq “ k. By the
assumption on k and by Theorem 4.1, lrwpGrDvj sq ď k ` 1. Let w1 and w2 be the
two children of w such that f1pD
v
j , w1q “ f1pD
v
j , w2q “ k. By assumption, every
other child w1 of w satisfies that f1pD
v
j , w
1q ď k ´ 1.
If f2pD
v
j , wq “ k, then clearly we have lrwpGrD
v
j sq ě k ` 1 by Theorem 4.1.
For the forward direction, suppose that lrwpGrDvj sq ě k ` 1. Since T
v
j contains no
node having at least three children w such that f1pD
v
j , wq “ k, by Theorem 4.1,
there should exist a k-critical node vc of T
v
j such that f2pD
v
j , vcq “ k. Since w is
the unique k-critical node of T vj , w “ vc and f2pD
v
j , wq “ lrwpGrD
v
j´1sq “ k, as
required. 
Let v be a non-root node of T . From Theorem 4.1, we can easily observe that
αvη ď lrwpGrD
v
ηqsq ď α
v
η ` 1. By Proposition 6.3, if T
v
η has no unique critical node,
then it is easy to determine βvη , and otherwise the computation of β
v
η can be reduced
to the computation of f2pD
v
η, vcq where vc is the unique α
v
η-critical node of T
v
η . In
order to compute it, we can recursively call the algorithm on GrDvαvη´1s. However,
we will prove that these recursive calls are not needed if we store the values βvj .
Lemma 6.4. Let v be a non-root node of T . Let i be an integer such that 0 ď i ă η.
If αvi ď i, then α
v
i`1 ď i` 1.
Proof. Suppose that αvi`1 ě i`2. By the definition ofD
v
i , D
v
i “ D
v
i`1 and therefore,
αvi ě i` 2, which yields a contradiction. 
Our algorithm. Now we are ready to present and analyze our algorithm. We
describe the algorithm explicitly in Algorithm 2. First, we modify the given decom-
position as follows. For the canonical decomposition D1 of a distance-hereditary
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graph G, we modify D1 into a canonical decomposition D of a connected distance-
hereditary graph by adding a root bag R and making it adjacent to a bag R1 of
D1 so that f1pD, vq “ lrwpGq, where v is the node corresponding to the bag R
1.
We call pD,Rq a modified canonical decomposition of G. Let T be the decomposi-
tion tree of the new canonical decomposition D. The basic strategy is to compute
βvi “ lrwpGrD
v
i sq for all non-root nodes v of T and all integers i such that α
v
i ď i.
We recall that η “ tlog2|V pGq|u.
We first present the subroutine Limb which computes a canonical limb and its
decomposition tree recursively.
Algorithm 1: Limb(D,T, tγpvq | v P V pT zrqu, w P V pT zrq, z P t1, 2u).
Input: A canonical decomposition D of a connected distance-hereditary graph, its
rooted decomposition tree T with the root r, tγpvq P N | v P V pT zrqu, a
non-root node w of T , and z P t1, 2u.
Output: A canonical decomposition D1 of D associated with TzrD,ws, its rooted
decomposition tree T 1 with the root r1, tγpvq | v P V pT 1zr1qu, and α.
1 Let w1 be the parent of w;
2 if z “ 1 then choose an unmarked vertex y of D represented by ζ1pD,wq and
v Ð w1; else choose an unmarked vertex y of D represented by ζ2pD,wq and v Ð w;
D1 Ð LCDrbDpvq, ys and obtain T
1 from T and assign the root r1 of T 1;
3 αÐ maxtγpvq | v P V pT 1zr1qu;
4 return pD1, T 1, tγpvq | v P V pT 1zr1qu, αq;
We describe the main algorithm in Algorithm 2.
Correctness of the algorithm. The following proposition has a key role in the
algorithm. It mainly uses the results in Section 5.
Proposition 6.5. Let v be a non-root node of T and let 0 ď i ď η such that αvi ď i.
If w is a non-root node of T vi , then, β
w
i “ f1rD
v
i , ws.
Proof. Let w be a non-root node of T vi . By Fact 6.2, for each i ` 1 ď j ď η,
w P V pT vj q and hence w P V pT q. Moreover, since α
v
i ď i, by Lemma 6.4, α
v
j ď j for
all i` 1 ď j ď η. For each i ď j ď η, we define that
‚ yj is an unmarked vertex of D
v
j represented by the marked vertex ζ1pD
v
j , wq.
Now, we claim that for each i ď j ď η,
‚ LCDv
j
rpbDv
j
pwq, yjs is locally equivalent to D
w
j .
If it is true, then we obtain that LCDv
i
rpbDv
i
pwq, yis is locally equivalent to D
w
i ,
which implies that βwi “ f1rD
v
i , ws. We prove it by induction on η ´ j.
If j “ η, then both Dvη and D
w
η are canonical limbs of D. Since w is a non-root
node of T vη , V pbDpwqq induces a bag in D
v
η , and hence by Proposition 5.2, D
w
η is
locally equivalent to LCDvη rpbDvη pwq, yηs.
Now let us assume that i ď j ă η. By induction hypothesis Dwj`1 is locally
equivalent to LCDv
j`1
rpbDv
j`1
pwq, yj`1s. Assume first that α
v
j`1 ď j. Then, by
Proposition 5.2, we have that αwj`1 ď j. In that case, by the definition, we have
Dvj “ D
v
j`1 and D
w
j “ D
w
j`1, and we conclude the statement.
Assume now that αvj`1 “ j`1. Since α
v
j`1 “ j`1 and α
v
j ď j, T
v
j`1 should have
a unique pj ` 1q-critical node vc such that D
v
j “ LCDvj`1 rbDvj`1 pvcq, ycs for some
unmarked vertex yc of D
v
j`1 represented by ζ2pD
v
j`1, vcq. We distinguish two cases:
either vc is incomparable with w in T
v
j`1, or vc is a descendant of w in T
v
j`1. Since
w is a node of T vj , w cannot be a descendant of vc.
Case 1. vc is incomparable with w in T
v
j`1.
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Algorithm 2: Compute Linear Rank-Width of Connected Distance-
Hereditary Graphs
Input: A connected distance-hereditary graph G.
Output: The linear rank-width of G.
1 Compute a modified canonical decomposition pD,Rq of G, and the decomposition
tree T of D with the root node r;
2 Let βvi Ð 0 for each non-root node and each 0 ď i ď η;
3 For each non-root leaf node v in T and each 0 ď i ď η, let βvi Ð 1 ;
4 Γ Ð tβvi | v P V pT zrqu;
5 while T has a non-root node v where βvη is not computed do
6 Let v be a non-root node in T where βvη “ 0, but β
v1
η ‰ 0 for each child v
1 of v;
7 pDvη , T
v
η ,Γ
v
η, α
v
ηq Ð Limb(D,T,Γ, v, 1);
8 Let S be a stack; i Ð αvη; k Ð α
v
η;
9 while (true) do
10 if (T vi has a node having at least 3 children v
1 with βv
1
i “ i) or (T
v
i has two
incomparable nodes v1 and v2 having the property that v1 is an i-critical node
and βv2i “ i) or (T
v
i has no i-critical nodes) then
11 Stop this loop
12 Find the unique i-critical node vc of T
v
i ;
13 pDvi´1, T
v
i´1,Γ
v
i´1, α
v
i´1q Ð Limb(D
v
i , T
v
i ,Γ
v
i , vc, 2);
14 pushpS, iq and iÐ αvi´1;
15 if (T vi has a node having at least 3 children v
1 with βv
1
i “ i) or (T
v
i has two
incomparable nodes v1 and v2 with the property that v1 is an i-critical node and
β
v2
i “ i) then β
v
i Ð i` 1; else β
v
i Ð i; while pS ‰ Hq do
16 j Ð pullpSq;
17 if βvi “ j then β
v
j Ð j ` 1; else β
v
j Ð j; for ℓÐ i` 1 to j ´ 1 do
18 βvℓ Ð β
v
i ;
19 i Ð j;
20 for j Ð k ` 1 to η do
21 βvj Ð β
v
k ;
22 Let r1 be the unique neighbor of the root and return βr
1
η ;
Since vc is incomparable with w in T
v
j`1 and vc is the unique pj`1q-critical node
in T vj`1, there is no pj ` 1q-critical node in T
w
j`1. Hence, D
w
j “ D
w
j`1 by definition.
Also, by Proposition 5.2,
‚ LCDv
j
rpbDv
j
pwq, yjs is locally equivalent to LCDv
j`1
rpbDv
j`1
pwq, yj`1s.
Hence, we can conclude that Dwj is locally equivalent to LCDvj rpbDvj pwq, yj s because
Dwj`1 is locally equivalent to LCDvj`1 rpbDvj`1 pwq, yj`1s.
Case 2. vc is a descendant of w in T
v
j`1.
If vc is a child of w in T
v
j`1 and the bag bDvj`1pwq has size 3, then T
v
j cannot
contain w as a node, and this contradicts the assumption that w is a node of T vj .
Therefore, we may assume that either
(1) |bDj`1pwq| ě 4, or
(2) |bDj`1pwq| “ 3 and vc is not a child of w in T
v
j`1.
This implies that vc is a node of the decomposition tree of LCDv
j`1
rpbDv
j`1
pwq, yj`1s.
Let D1 :“ LCDv
j`1
rpbDv
j`1
pwq, yj`1s. By induction hypothesis, we know that D
w
j`1
is locally equivalent to D1. Note that, by definition vc is also the unique critical
node of Twj`1, and
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‚ Dwj “ LCDwj`1 rbDwj`1pvcq, zs for some unmarked vertex z ofD
w
j`1 represented
by ζ2pD
w
j`1, vcq.
Also, by Proposition 5.1,
‚ LCDv
j
rpbDv
j
pwq, yjs is locally equivalent to LCD1rbD1pvcq, z
1s where z1 is an
unmarked vertex of D1 represented by ζ2pD
1, vcq.
Since D1 is locally equivalent to Dwj`1, LCDvj rpbDvj pwq, yj s is locally equivalent to
Dwj , and this concludes the proof. 
Proof of Theorem 6.1. We first show that Algorithm 2 correctly computes the linear
rank-width of G. If |V pGq| ď 1, then lrwpGq “ 0 from the definition. We may
assume that |V pGq| ě 2. Let pD,Rq be a modified canonical decomposition of G
and let T be the canonical decomposition tree of D and let r1 be the unique neighbor
of the root of T . As we observed, we have that lrwpGq “ lrwpGrDr
1
η sq “ β
r1
η , and
want to prove that Algorithm 2 correctly outputs βr
1
η . We claim that for each non-
root node v of T and 0 ď i ď η such that αvi ď i, Algorithm 2 correctly computes
βvi .
Suppose v is a non-root leaf node of T . Since every canonical limb is connected
by Lemma 3.1 and |V pGq| ě 2, Dvη is isomorphic to either a complete graph or a
star with at least two vertices. Thus, lrwpGrDvηsq “ 1, and by construction for each
0 ď i ď η, Dvi “ D
v
η, and Line 3 correctly puts these values.
We assume that v is a non-root node in T that is not a leaf, and for all its
descendants v1 and integers 0 ď ℓ ď η with αv
1
ℓ ď ℓ, β
v1
ℓ is computed (i.e. β
v1
ℓ ‰ 0).
We claim that Line 9-14 recursively computes Dvi for each i where α
v
i ď i. We first
remark that for computing αvi of T
v
i , we use the fact that for each non-root node w
of T vi , β
w
i “ f1rD
v
i , ws from Proposition 6.5. So, α
v
i “ maxtβ
w
i | w a non-root node
w of T vi u.
Let i P t0, 1, . . . , ηu such that αvi ď i. If α
v
i ă i, then by the definition, T
v
i´1 “ T
v
i
and thus, we take Dvi´1 “ D
v
i . We may assume that α
v
i “ i. If either T
v
i has a node
with at least 3 children v1 such that βv
1
i “ i, or T
v
i has two incomparable nodes v1
and v2 with v1 an i-critical node and β
v2
i “ i, then from the definition of D
v
i , we
have that Dvi´1 “ D
v
i and for all 0 ď ℓ ď i ´ 1, α
v
ℓ “ i ą ℓ. Since we do not need
to evaluate βvℓ when α
v
ℓ ą ℓ, we stop the loop. If T
v
i has no i-critical node, then
βvi “ α
v
i “ i, that is, the β
v
i value cannot be increased by one. In this case, we also
stop the loop. These 3 cases are the conditions in Line 10.
Suppose neither of the conditions in Line 10 occur. Then by Proposition 6.3, T vi
has a unique i-critical bag vc and D
v
i´1 is equal to a canonical limb LCDvi rbDvi pvcq, ys
where y is some unmarked vertex of Dvi represented by ζ2pD
v
i , vcq. So, we compute
Dvi´1 from D
v
i , the rooted decomposition tree T
v
i´1 of D
v
i´1 and compute subse-
quently αvi´1. Notice that for all α
v
i´1 ď ℓ ď i ´ 1, D
v
ℓ “ D
v
i´1 and thus it is
sufficient in the next iteration to deal with Dvαv
i´1
directly. Thus, Line 9-14 cor-
rectly computes canonical decompositions Dvi for each i where α
v
i “ i.
Now we verify the procedure of computing βvj in Line 15. Let 0 ď ℓ ď η be the
minimum integer such that αvℓ “ ℓ. If ℓ “ 0, then β
v
ℓ “ 1. Suppose ℓ ě 1. Then
since αvℓ´1 ą ℓ´ 1, by Theorem 4.1, we have that
(1) βvℓ “ ℓ`1 if either T
v
ℓ has a node having at least 3 children v
1 with βv
1
ℓ “ ℓ, or
two incomparable nodes v1 and v2 with the property that v1 is an i-critical
node and βv2i “ i,
(2) βvℓ “ ℓ if otherwise.
Thus, Line 15 correctly computes it.
In the loop in Line 9, we use a stack to pile up the integers i such that T vi has
the unique i-critical node. When T vi has the unique i-critical node, by Proposition
6.3,
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(1) βvi “ i` 1 if β
v
i´1 “ i, and
(2) βvi “ i if β
v
i´1 ď i´ 1.
So, from the lower value in the stack we can compute βvi recursively. From Line 15
to Line 20, Algorithm 2 computes all βvi correctly where α
v
i ď i, and in particular,
it computes βvη . Therefore, at the end of the algorithm, it computes β
r1
η that is
equal to the linear rank-width of G.
The running time of the algorithm. Let us now analyze its running time. Let
n and m be the number of vertices and edges of G. Its canonical decomposition can
be computed in time Opn `mq by Theorem 2.7, and one can compute a modified
canonical decomposition pD,Rq in constant time. Note that the number of bags in
D is bounded by Opnq (see [14, Lemma 2.2]).
We first remark that Algorithm 1 runs in timeOpnq. This is because when we take
a limb from a canonical decomposition, we need to take a local complementation or
a pivoting on a sub-decomposition, and in the worst case, we may visit each bag to
apply these operations. The decomposition tree and α, β values can be obtained in
linear time.
Now we observe the running time of Algorithm 2. The number of iterations of
the whole loop from Line 6 to Line 21 is at most Opnq because it runs in as many
as the number of bags in D. Lines 6-8 can be implemented in time Opnq. The loop
in Line 9 runs log2pnq times because lrwpGq ď log2pnq, and all the steps in Line 9
can be implemented in time Opnq. Also, Lines 15-20 can be done in time Opnq. We
conclude that this algorithm runs in time Opn2 ¨ log2 nq.
Finding an optimal linear layout. We finally establish how to find a linear
layout witnessing lrwpGq. We may assume that G has at least 3 vertices. We can
assume that for each non-root node v of T and 0 ď i ď η with αvi ď i, T
v
i and β
v
i
are computed. We inductively obtain optimal linear layouts of GrDvi s using those
values. If v is a non-root leaf node of T vi , then GrD
v
i s is either a complete graph or
a star for all i, and thus, any ordering of V pGrDvi sq is a linear layout of width 1.
We may assume that v is a not a leaf node.
We will search for the path depicted in Lemma 4.5 to apply the same technique
used in the proof of Theorem 4.1. What we have shown in Theorem 4.1 is that for
a canonical decomposition D of a distance-hereditary graph with its decomposition
tree TD, if TD has a path P :“ v0v1 ¨ ¨ ¨ vnvn`1 such that
‚ for each node v in P and a component T of DzV pbDpvqq not containing a
bag bDpwq with w P P , fpbDpvq, T q ď k ´ 1,
then we can generate a linear layout of GrDs having width at most k. But it assumed
that we have a linear layout of graphs corresponding to pending subtrees. So, for
our purpose, it is necessary to find such a path with k “ βvi such that
‚ for each node v in P and a component T of DzV pbDpvqq not containing a
bag bDpwq with w P P , a linear layout of LGDrbDpvq, T s with an optimal
width is already computed.
Let us assume that k “ βvi . There are two cases; either T
v
i has the k-critical
node or not.
Case 1. T vi has no k-critical node.
In this case, we take a path P from the root node of T vi (or both end nodes of the
root edge) to a node w where βwi “ k but for every descendant w
1 of w, βw
1
i ă k.
Since T vi has no k-critical node, every node outside of this path has β value less
than k. Thus, the graphs corresponding to subtrees pending to this path have
linear rank-width at most k´1, and moreover, by induction hypothesis, we already
obtained an optimal linear layout for each graph. This path can be computed in
linear time.
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Case 2. T vi has a k-critical node.
First note that T vi cannot have two k-critical nodes, otherwise, β
v
i “ k`1, which
contradicts to our assumption. Let x be the unique k-critical node of T vi , and let
x1, x2 be two children of x where β
xj
i “ k for each j P t1, 2u. For each j P t1, 2u,
we choose a descendant wj of xj where β
wj
i “ k but for every descendant w
1
j of wj ,
β
wj
i ă k. Let P be the path from w1 to w2 in T
v
i . This path can be computed in
linear time.
Since x is the unique k-critical node of T vi , every node below of this path has β
value less than k, and the graphs corresponding to subtrees pending to the path are
computed in advance. Moreover, since this case is exactly when αvi “ k and β
v
i “ k
and T vi has a unique critical node, the canonical decomposition corresponding to
the subtree of T vi zx containing the parent of x is exactly D
v
k´1, and GrD
v
k´1s should
have linear rank-width at most k ´ 1 as βvi “ k. By the induction hypothesis, the
optimal linear layout of GrDvk´1s is also computed before, as required.
We conclude that we can compute an optimal layout of G in time Opn2 ¨ log2 nq.

7. Path-width of matroids with branch-width 2
As a corollary of Theorem 6.1, we can compute the path-width of matroids of
branch-width at most 2. We first recall the necessary materials about matroids.
We refer to the book written by Oxley [27] for our matroid notations.
Matroids. A pair pEpMq, IpMqq is called a matroid M if EpMq, called the ground
set of M , is a finite set and IpMq, called the set of independent sets of M , is a
nonempty collection of subsets of EpMq satisfying the following conditions:
(I1) if I P IpMq and J Ď I, then J P IpMq,
(I2) if I, J P IpMq and |I| ă |J |, then I Y tzu P IpMq for some z P JzI.
A maximal independent set in M is called a base of M . It is known that, if B1 and
B2 are bases of M , then |B1| “ |B2|.
For a matroid M and a subset X of EpMq, we let pX, tI Ď X : I P IpMquq be
the matroid denoted by M X . The size of a base of M X is called the rank of X
in M and the rank function of M is the function rM : 2
EpMq Ñ N that maps every
X Ď EpMq to its rank. The rank of EpMq is called the rank of M .
IfM is a matroid, then we define λM , called the connectivity function of M , such
that for every subset X of EpMq,
λM pXq “ rM pXq ` rM pEpMqzXq ´ rM pEpMqq ` 1.
It is known that the function λM is symmetric and submodular.
Let A be a binary matrix and let E be the column labels of A. Let I be the
collection of all those subsets I of E such that the columns of A with index in
I are linearly independent. Then MpAq :“ pE, Iq is a matroid. Every matroid
isomorphic to MpAq for some matrix A is called a binary matroid and A is called a
representation of M over the binary field.
We now define fundamental graphs of binary matroids. LetG be a bipartite graph
with a bipartition pA,Bq. We define MpG,A,Bq as the binary matroid represented
by the pAˆV q-matrix pIA AGrA,Bsq where IA is the pAˆAq identity matrix; and
we call G a fundamental graph of MpG,A,Bq. We remark that |EpMq| “ |V pGq|.
Branch-width and path-width of matroids. A branch-decomposition of a ma-
troid M is a pair pT, Lq, where T is a subcubic tree and L is a bijection from the
elements of EpMq to the leaves of T . For an edge e in T , T ze induces a partition
pXe, Yeq of the leaves of T . The width of an edge e is defined as λM pL
´1pXeqq. The
width of a branch-decomposition pT, Lq is the maximum width over all edges of T .
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The branch-width of M , denoted by bwpMq, is the minimum width over all branch-
decompositions of M . If |EpMq| ď 1, then M admits no branch-decomposition and
bwpMq “ 0.
A sequence e1, . . . , en of the ground set EpMq is called a linear layout ofM . The
width of a linear layout e1, . . . , en of M is
max
1ďiďn´1
tλM pte1, . . . , eiuqu.
The path-width of M , denoted by pwpMq, is defined as the minimum width over all
linear layouts of M .
The following relation is established by Oum [25].
Proposition 7.1 (Oum [25]). Let G be a bipartite graph with a bipartition pA,Bq
and let M :“ MpG,A,Bq. For every X Ď V pGq, cutrkGpXq “ λM pXq ´ 1. Thus,
rwpGq “ bwpMq ´ 1 and lrwpGq “ pwpMq ´ 1.
Here, we observe that every matroid of branch-width at most 2 is binary. This
can be observed from the known minor characterizations for binary matroids and
matroids of branch-width at most 2. For the definition of matroid minors, we refer
to [27].
Theorem 7.2 (Tutte [28, 29]). A matroid is binary if and only if it has no minor
isomorphic to U2,4.
Theorem 7.3 (Dharmatilake [10]). A matroid has branch-width at most 2 if and
only if it has no minor isomorphic to U2,4 and MpK4q.
Corollary 7.4. The path-width of every n-element matroid of branch-width at most
2 can be computed in time Opn2 ¨ log2 nq, provided that the matroid is given by an
independent set oracle. Moreover, a linear layout of the matroid witnessing the
path-width can be computed with the same time complexity.
Proof. Let M be a matroid of branch-width at most 2 and assume that an indepen-
dent oracle of M is given. By Theorems 7.2 and 7.3, every matroid of branch-width
at most 2 is binary. We first run a greedy algorithm to find a base B of M [27,
Section 1.8] in time Op|EpMq|q. After choosing one base B, for each e P B and
e1 P EpMqzB, we test whether pBzteuqY te1u is again a base using the independent
set oracle, and we create the fundamental graph G with respect to M . It can be
done in time Op|EpMq|2q. SinceM has branch-width at most 2, by Proposition 7.1,
the rank-width of G is at most 1. Using Theorem 6.1, we can compute the linear
rank-width of G in time Op|EpMq|2 ¨ log2|EpMq|q, which is the same as pwpMq´1.
Moreover, we can compute a linear layout witnessing lrwpGq in the same time, that
corresponds to the linear layout of M witnessing pwpMq. 
8. An upper bound on linear rank-width
As we promised, we prove the following lemma here. We remark that Bodlaender,
Gilbert, Hafsteinsson and Kloks [4] proved a similar relation between tree-width and
path-width.
Lemma 8.1. Let k be a positive integer and let G be a graph of rank-width k. Then
lrwpGq ď ktlog2|V pGq|u.
Proof. Since k is a positive integer, we have |V pGq| ě 2. Let pT, Lq be a rank-
decomposition of G having width k. For convenience, we choose an edge e of T and
subdivide it with introducing a new vertex x, and regard x as the root of T . For
each internal vertex t of T with two subtrees T1 and T2 of T zt not containing x, let
ℓptq :“ T1 and rptq :“ T2 if the number of leaves of T in T1 is at least the number
of leaves of T in T2. Let S be a linear layout of G satisfying that
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‚ for each v1, v2 P V pGq with the first common ancestor w of v1 and v2 in T ,
Lpv1q ăS Lpv2q if Lpv1q P V pℓpwqq.
We can construct such a linear layout inductively.
We show that S has width at most ktlog2|V pGq|u. Let w be a vertex of G that
is not the first vertex of S and let Sw :“ tv : v ăS wu. Let Pw be the path from
Lpwq to the root x in T . Note that for each t P V pPwqztLpwqu and the subtree T
1
of T zt not containing x and Lpwq,
‚ if rptq “ T 1, then all leaves of T in T 1 are not contained in Sw, and
‚ if ℓptq “ T 1, then all leaves of T in T 1 are contained in Sw.
Let Q be the set of all vertices t in Pw except w such that the subtree ℓptq does not
contain x and Lpwq.
Let q1, q2, . . . , qm be the sequence of all vertices in Q such that for each 1 ď
j ď m ´ 1, qj is a descendant of qj`1 in T , and let Qi be the set of all leaves of T
contained in ℓpqiq. Clearly, Sw “ Q1YQ2Y¨ ¨ ¨YQm and V pGqzSw ‰ H. Therefore,
we have
|V pGq| “ |Q1|` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` |Qm|` |V pGqzSw|
ě 1` 2` 4` ¨ ¨ ¨ 2m´1 ` 1
“ 2m.
Thus, m ď tlog2|V pGq|u.
Note that for each 1 ď j ď m, rankpAGrQi, V pGqzSwsq ď k. Therefore, we have
that
cutrkGpSwq “ rankpAGrpQ1 Y ¨ ¨ ¨ YQm, V pGqzSwqsq ď km ď ktlog2|V pGq|u.
Since w was arbitrarily chosen, it implies that lrwpGq ď ktlog2|V pGq|u. 
9. Concluding remarks
We have provided a characterization of the linear rank-width of distance-hereditary
graphs in terms of their canonical decompositions, and use this characterization to
derive a polynomial-time algorithm to compute their linear rank-width. An easy
consequence of this is also a polynomial-time algorithm for computing the path-
width of matroids of branch-width at most 2, which was not adressed in the past.
Since distance-hereditary graphs are exactly graphs of rank-width at most 1,
natural extensions are to consider graphs of bounded rank-width.
‚ Can we compute in polynomial time the linear rank-width of graphs of
rank-width ď k, for fixed k ě 2?
In the second part of this work [2], we will discuss structural properties of
distance-hereditary graphs related to linear rank-width. Note that Jeong, Kwon,
and Oum [19] provided a lower bound on the size of the vertex-minor obstruction
set for graphs with bounded linear rank-width, by providing a set of pairwise locally
non-equivalent vertex-minor obstructions for graphs of linear rank-width at most k
for each k. Their graphs are indeed distance-hereditary graphs, and we will give
a more general way to generate all distance-hereditary vertex-minor obstructions
using the characterization given in this paper. Also, we prove that for a fixed tree
T , every distance-hereditary graph of sufficiently large linear rank-width contains
T as a vertex-minor.
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